Tacony Commercial Floor Care

National Account
Product Guide

Tacony Commercial
Floor Care Division:
Anticipating the cleaning
needs of today’s facility
managers, through a long
tradition of innovation,
real-world expertise and
outstanding service.
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Helping Facility Managers and
Contractors Achieve Facility Excellence
From the Board Room, to Carpeted Spaces,
to Concrete Floors
In today’s world, facility managers face an ever-increasing range
of floor care challenges - including specification, installation and
cleaning issues that seem certain to only grow more complex.
A facility manager must be well-versed on issues such as cost,
budgeting, ease-of-maintenance, health and environmental
concerns, safety, appearance, and prolonging the life of the floors.
Tacony Corporation is a recognized leader and manufacturer of
floor care equipment for the commercial market. With a strong,
stable history of over 87 years in business, we provide our
customers with innovative floor care equipment that delivers
clean, safe and healthy floors, resulting in improved facility and
occupant health, and organizational profitability.
Tacony’s family of innovative floor care brands offer integrated
facility floor care solutions, backed up by cleaning industry knowhow, extensive engineering and product development resources,
a large portfolio of patents, and unsurpassed cleaning innovation.
We can create the perfect mix of equipment, products and service
support to meet your facility’s unique cleaning needs. From cement
to carpet, or warehouse to the Executive Board Room, we provide
the right cleaning equipment to meet any floor care challenge,
while keeping your bottom line in mind.
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A History of Excellence and Innovation
Tradition.
Tacony’s history began in 1946 in the heartland of the United States. Over six decades later,
the family owned and operated business has grown into a global enterprise, yet maintains
the sense of family — commitment to longterm relationships, a sense of stewardship and
community responsibility — throughout the company.
This history has led to a corporate culture that is embodied in the corporate motto...
Tradition. Trust. Teamwork.

Trust.
At Tacony we believe that strong corporate values carry through to good business. These
core values are the basis of our business philosophy - to provide leadership in the industries
we serve, creating success for our customers, our associates, and all others that depend on
us. Our goal is to do more than provide quality cleaning equipment to our customers. We
strive to create products and solutions that improve our customers lives on a daily basis.

Teamwork.
A solid and diverse family of companies. An ethical business. A recognized leader and
manufacturer of floor care equipment for the commercial market. A leader in the community.
None of this would be possible without the people who make up the Tacony family.
Tacony has a history of dedicated, loyal employees that are vital to its successes. It’s not out
of the ordinary that employees have been in the Tacony family for 10, 20, or even 30 years.
This is how Tacony continually builds relationships based on trust that feel like family.

Supporting American Industry
As a 100% American-owned and operated family business, Tacony proudly manufactures
many of our products in the U.S. with globally sourced parts. Most of our equipment is
assembled right here in our Fort Worth Texas, St. James Missouri, or Fenton Missouri
facilities by skilled employees that take pride in the product they build.

1946

In 1946, Nick Tacony
began to build a dream
by starting a business
selling and servicing
sewing machines from the
basement of his home. In
2006, we celebrated our
60th year anniversary.
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1970

In 1970, after completing his
college degree in business
administration and four
years in the United States
Air Force, Ken Tacony joined
his father in the business.

1996

In 1996, Tacony Corporation
acquired Powr-Flite, a
leading manufacturer and
distributor of commercial
janitorial equipment
including floor machines,
extractors, carpet dryers,
vacuums, and more.

1997

In June of 1997, Ken Tacony
received an award for
Entrepreneur of the Year.
The award recognizes
outstanding entrepreneurs
whose achievements place
them among leaders in the
business world.

Service Center Locations
Tacony Commercial floor care has
a vast network of service centers
across America dedicated to
providing equipment repairs when
and where you need them.

2000

CFR was then acquired
in 2000, another
manufacturer of high
quality commercial
carpet cleaning
equipment.

2003

In April 2003, Tacony
Manufacturing received the
2003 Missouri Industry of
the Year Award. The Award
recognizes the best and
brightest Missouri businesses
that have become leaders in
making Missouri a better place
to live and work.

2007

In 2007, they acquired
Tornado Industries, located
in West Chicago, Illinois, a
leading developer of floor
care equipment since 1927.

2013

Tacony proudly exceeds a
record sales plateau of over
$200,000 million.
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What We Do Best
Our sole purpose is to design, manufacture and market
innovative commercial floor care equipment to clean the whole
facility, from carpets, to hard floors and grouted tile, to fabrics
and upholstery. We help you succeed through facility cleanliness,
safety and health while reducing your overall cost to clean. The
end-result? You enjoy a healthy facility, and healthy profits!

Product
Innovation

Extensive
Product Line

Service and
Support

Tacony Corporation believes that
leading-edge floor care equipment drives facility excellence,
health and business success
now and into the future. We are
investing in your organization’s
future by listening closely to your
facility needs before we bring
any floor-care product to market.
Each and every machine we offer
is designed to meet your facility’s
maintenance challenges, protect
assets, and ensure the health
and safety of your building occupants.

Tacony offers a family of commercial floor care brands, each delivering unique solutions to meet
today’s facility manager’s every
cleaning need. Whether you
are cleaning carpets, upholstery,
grouted tile, concrete floors,
small and hard-to-reach areas,
or even cleaning escalators, you
can select from our robust product family including three leading floor care brands to develop a custom floor maintenance
program that suits your facility’s
daily challenges.

Tacony Commercial Floor Care
Group not only offers “Best in
Class” commercial and industrial
cleaning equipment, we place top
priority on delivering world-class
after-sale customer and technical service to meet and exceed
your expectations. With one call,
you’ll get comprehensive support
to ensure your machines keep
running smoothly at maximum
capacity.

Recognized Innovator and Leader
• Some of our customers are recognized by the Healthy Schools
Campaign as Grand Award Recipients for Green Cleaning in
K-12 Schools
• Unrivaled backpack vacuum technology by partnering with the
world’s leader in hiking backpack technology, Deuter
• Award-winner for patented bladder design for Marathon SelfContained Carpet Extractor
• Leaders in moisture-controlled cylindrical brush automatic
scrubbing for hard floor cleaning
• Unmatched in industry for CFR carpet care innovation
which includes patented recycling and wand atomization for
incomparable deep-cleaning results

Expertise and Accessories
Training
and Supplies

Responsible
Cleaning

By choosing Tacony’s Commercial
Floor Care as your facility partner, you will have access to technical service, customer service,
and field experts with real-world
cleaning knowledge to help you
when you need it most. To ensure
that your cleaning staff has the
equipment training they need,
we offer field representatives for
the delivery of on-site training
and installation, as well as a host
of on-line training guides and
videos for on-demand access to
training materials at-the-ready.

The Tacony Commercial Floor
Care family of brands offers
some of the most comprehensive green cleaning machines
and programs available in the
industry today. We are proud
to offer CRI-certified products,
low-moisture automatic scrubbers, moisture-controlled carpet
extractors, EPA DfE certified
carpet care chemicals, robust
training tools, and advice from
our CIMS-GB certified experts
on how you can start your own
sustainable cleaning program.

We know that the right accessories can maximize cleaning
functionality, so that’s why we
offer customers the ability to buy
HEPA filters, vacuum bags, and
other critical equipment accessories on-line right from our
web site. Same-day shipping on
orders placed before 1:00p.m.
Central time ensures that you get
the accessories you need quickly without waiting or equipment
down-time.

Our Family of Brands
The Tacony Commercial Floor Care Division is comprised
of the following companies and brands, each serving their
own unique niche in the floor care market.

Powr-Flite is a recognized leader
in the commercial floor care
sector, providing a core line of
durable, innovative and value-priced
floor care equipment to national
accounts, end-customers, and
through a national dealer network.
Powr-Flite has a unique sales
strategy that focuses not only on
selling through a distributor network,
but also utilizes a direct, e-commerce
sales approach. This makes the
Powr-Flite business model stand
out as truly unique in the commercial
floor care industry today, unlike any
other jansan manufacturer.
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Tornado is a recognized leader
and manufacturer of world-class
floor care equipment, sold to
national accounts, and through
an exclusive dealer sales channel
across the U.S. and world. Known
for our history of floor care
innovations such as low-moisture
cylindrical brush technology and
for our strength at cleaning
compact or hard-to-reach areas
of a facility, Tornado has been an
innovator since 1927. Recognized
for delivering “Best in Class”
commercial cleaning equipment by
industry floor care organizations,
Tornado offers outstanding aftersale-service that meets and exceeds
the expectations of its users.

CFR is a line of revolutionary,
moisture-controlled recycling extractors, offering exclusive technology that is unavailable from
any other manufacture on the
market today! Sold to national
accounts and through our extensive dealer network, CFR is a recognized technology leader in the
commercial carpet care arena,
and also offers a complimentary
set of eco-chemicals that are EPA
DfE approved to ensure maximum
carpet care recycling productivity
and environmental sustainability.
CFR technology radically changes
the way you clean carpets by delivering real water and labor savings, reducing your carpet maintenance costs overall.

National Accounts
Equipment List
Vacuums

Carpet
Cleaning
Family

Hard Floor
Cleaning
Family

Specialty
Machines
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“I am very satisfied with the product! I can
comfortably wear the Powr-Flite backpack
vacuum for hours. Swapping out the tools was
a breeze and the increase in efficiency was
noticeable. The suction force is very good, and
the machine is the quietest of all the vacuums
I currently have. Thanks for a great product
priced right!”
“This machine is amazing. The comfort is nothing
like any backpack vac I have ever had. A quality
product and a great price.”
– Greg Scott, Aberdeen, SD

Vacuum Family
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High Filtration, High Performance Vacuums

CV30 12” (91449)
Features

• Ergonomic “Best in Class” design
• Three stage Filtration, including
a HEPA cartridge filter
• Innovative design in conjunction with
leading hotel brand
• CRI SOA approval
• Sound level less than 70 dBA

Applications

CV 38 & CV 48 Dual
(91415, 91419)

Features

• Ergonomic handle
• Three stage filtration, including HEPA
filter cartridge
• Dual-Motor Operation
• CRI SOA approval
• Sound level less than 70 dBA
• HEPA Cartridge Filter

CK 14/1 Pro Vacuum (98147)
Features

• Ergonomic handle
• On board tools for detail cleaning
• Three stage filtration, including HEPA filter
cartridge
• CRI SOA approval
• Sound level less than 70 dBA
• Telescopic wand with up to 30% longer
reach

This “Best in Class” single-motor
vacuum is designed in conjunction with
a leading hotel chain, and is perfect for
use in hotels, resorts, hospitals, schools
and universities, restaurants, and more!

Applications

Applications

The CV 38 and 48 dual-motor vacuums
offer increased rpms and brush speeds, and
are perfect for use in any facility including
hotels, resorts, hospitals, schools and
universities, restaurants, and more!

Combining affordability, superior airflow, an
enclosed bag system, on-board tools, and a
HEPA cartridge, the CK 14/1 Pro is perfect for
use in hotels, hospitals, schools, commercial,
retail and much more!

CK 14/2 Pro Dual (98152)

CK LW 13/1 (97130)

PF14 & PF18 Dual

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

•
•
•
•

Ergonomic handle
Dual motor operation
On board tools for detail cleaning
Three stage filtration, including HEPA
filter cartridge
• CRI SOA approval
• Sound level less than 70 dBA

Applications

Combining affordability, dual-motors,
superior airflow, an enclosed bag system,
on-board tools, and a HEPA cartridge
filter for healthier indoor air quality, the
CK 14/2 Pro is perfect for use in hotels,
hospitals, schools, commercial, retail and
much more!

•
•
•
•

Dual fan technology
8 lb. lightweight
Ergonomic handle with switch
Extra wide, non-marking injection
molded rubber bumper
• Powerful motor with 160 CFM
• Moves effortlessly from carpet to hard
floor surfaces

At 8 pounds, the CK LW 13/1 delivers
heavyweight commercial cleaning results
with an incredible 160 CFM and is perfect
for use in hotels, hospitals, schools, retail or
literally any facility with carpeted floors!

• Dual motor design for dedicated
power to the vacuum and brush
motors
• Convenient telescopic handle and
tools-on-board
• On board tools and wand for
above-floor cleaning
• Quiet 69 dBA noise level

Perfect for use in hotels, hospitals,
commercial facilities, retail, or any facility
with carpeting, featuring an enclosed
bag filtration system that does not allow
dust to escape.
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Traditional
Uprights

PF50

PF70EC & VC

Features

Features

• Designed for easy transport and
maneuverability
• Heavy-duty components provide
years of worry-free service
• 30’ cord, multi-height adjustment
• Accepts Sanitaire replacement
parts

Applications

• Powerful 7.0 amp motor and VibraFlite II™ agitator
• 6 level height adjustment
• Long 50’ cord
• Headlight for low light areas
• Durable and long lasting with 2-piece
steel handle, heavy-duty metal brush
roll and low profile housing

Perfect for use anywhere with carpeted
floors such as hotels, hospitals and
more. You won’t find a fully equipped
commercial vacuum at this price
anywhere but Powr-Flite!

Applications

PF70DC

PF757CEC & CVC

PF1886EC & VC

Features

Features

Features

• Powerful 7.0 amp motor and VibraFlite II™ agitator vacuums commercial
carpet quickly and efficiently
• Clear Quick-Fix fan chamber
provides easy access for belt and fan
replacement
• 50’ cord perfect for office/hotel room
cleaning
• Accepts Sanitaire replacement parts

Applications

Hardworking and durable, the Powr-Flite
PF70 is the top choice of building service
contractors, hotel housekeepers, and
building maintenance professionals.
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• Enviro-Clean™ paper bag and
Vacucide cloth bag models to fit every
vacuuming need
• Powerful 7 amp motor and Vibra-Flite
II™ agitator vacuums commercial
carpet quickly and efficiently
• 50’ cord, multi-height adjustment
• Accepts Sanitaire replacement parts

Applications

You get all the features of the PF70 with a
16” cleaning path providing a 33% increase
in productivity over 12” vacuums. The
PF757 includes a 7 amp motor that for
maximum suction and the Quick-Fix fan
chamber that offers easy access for belt
and fan replacement. The PF757 delivers
performance, productivity and value in a
commercial single motor vacuum!

Ideal for use by building service
contractors, hotel housekeeping
professionals, in schools and more.
Clean multiple carpet types with ease in
literally any facility with carpeted floors.

• Enviro-Clean™ paper filter bags
contain dust and particulate for
improved indoor air quality
• 9 Amp motor and 145 CFM
• Heavy-duty steel hood and aluminum
chassis
• Metal fan with 2 year warranty
• Internal switch in yoke for easy On/Off
• 12” cleaning path with see-through
fan cover
• Paper, cup or dirt cup bag models

Applications

Ironsides deliver all-metal construction
and are great for picking up debris left
behind by other vacuum cleaners, and
are suitable for cleaning any commercial
environment.

PF1886DC

PF1887EC & VC

PF1887DC

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• Easy-empty dirt cup fits every
vacuuming need
• Powerful 9 amp, 1.3 hp motor for
added vacuuming performance
• Heavy-duty steel hood assembly
and all aluminum chassis and fan
for long life durability
• Clear fan chamber reveals broken
belts and provides no-tool access
for easy maintenance

Ironsides are great for dog hair and
all of those things in a home or office
environment which get left behind by
ordinary vacuums.

• Enviro-Clean paper bags contain dust
and particulate for improved indoor air
quality
• 9.0 Amp motor delivers 145 CFR
• Heavy-duty steel hood and aluminum
chassis
• Metal fan with 2 year warranty
• Internal switch in yoke for easy On/Off
• 16” cleaning path with see-through fan
cover

• Easy-empty dirt cup
• Powerful 9 amp, 1.3 hp motor
• Heavy-duty steel hood assembly
and all aluminum chassis and fan
• Handle actuated switch
• Clear fan chamber reveals broken
belts and provides no-tool access
for easy maintenance
• 16” cleaning path

Applications
Hard working and extremely durable
with a heavy-duty hood and all-metal
construction, Ironsides are ideal for any
commercial setting including hotels,
schools, and more.

Made of all-metal construction, Ironsides
are great for picking up debris left behind
by other vacuum cleaners, and are ideal
for any commercial environment.

Backpack
Vacuums

Unrivaled
Comfort!

Aircomfort 6 & 10 (93012, 93014) Comfort Pro 6 & 10
Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• Available in 6 and 10 quart models
• Patented Aircomfort harness technology
reducing wearer perspiration by up to 25%
over closed-back systems
• Superior 69.5 dBA rating
• Five unique harness adjustments
• Four-level filtration system including a HEPA
filter cartridge
• CRI Gold Performance

The marriage of Tornado’s innovative vacuum
technology paired with Deuter’s state-of-the-art
Aircomfort harness delivers unrivaled comfort!
This unit is perfect for cleaning contractors, or for
use in commercial settings like schools, hospitals,
hotels, retail, and much more!

• Available in 6 and 10 quart models
• 62 dBA
• Hands-Free Too Kit includes Telescoping
Wand and 2’-6’ Stretch Hose
• Aircomfort Harness System enhanced with
Active Cooling
• Four-level filtration system including a
HEPA filter cartridge
• CRI Gold Performance

The partnership of Deuter’s state-of-theart harness technology makes these units
supremely comfortable and cool! These
units are ideal for cleaning contractors, daycleaning operations, or when cleaning in any
noise-sensitive environment such as schools,
hotels, hospitals, libraries, and more!
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Wide Area
Vacuums

CK3030 (93030)

PF28SV

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• The handle can be adjusted for
operator comfort
• Brush height adjustment
• Handle folds down and the unit can
stand on end for storage
• Ergonomically-designed handle with
cushioned grips and safety switch
are standard
• Four stage clean-air filtration

High efficiency cleaning performance,
clean-air filtration, and a host of
operator-friendly features make this the
perfect unit for malls, airports, hotels,
convention centers, department stores,
hospitals, and more.

Canister
Vacuums

TV2 (93280)
Features

• Less than 70 dBA
• Unique “parking spot” for the wand
when not in use
• Crevice and dusting tools store
conveniently on the wand
• Multi- stage filtration system

Applications

The TV 2 is designed to accommodate
noise-sensitive environments such as
hotels, restaurants, retail outlets, offices,
schools and applications where silent
day cleaning is a necessity.
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• Wide 28” cleaning path
• 5 levels of height adjustment quickly
transition to different cleaning
surfaces, ensuring that dirt, dust
and debris are removed the first
time, regardless of carpet height
• Large ¾ bushel recovery bag
• Fully adjustable handle and folddown design for convenient storage

A powerful sweeper vacuum that is a
great option for use on multiple floor
types and will pick up larger debris that
often clogs traditional vacuum cleaners.
The PF28SV’s one button operation will
get you up and running quickly.

Traditional
Wet/Dry
Vacuums

Taskforce® Series of Wet/Dry Vacuums
(94236, 94230, 94232, 94234)

Features
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Comes in 10, 15, 17 and 20 gallon capacities
Optional front mount squeegee
Powerful 1.61 hp motor
Sound insulated vacuum head
114 cfm and 90” waterlift
Two stage dust-free filtration process
360-degree hose rotation
14” rug , crevice, dust, and squeegee tool
Built in wheels

Applications

These vacuums are perfect not only for general maintenance and cleaning, but
also to manage soil and moisture in high-traffic areas, or can be paired with floor
machines and other mopping and scrubbing operations as well.

PF56

PF57 & PF58 DUAL

PF25 & PF 27

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• 20 gallon capacity
• 2-stage filtration includes a
washable cloth filter bag and a super
performance pleated, washable
synthetic cartridge filter for higher
filtration of fine dust
• Sound insulated vacuum head lowers
decibel level for safety (77 dBA at 8 ft.)
• Swivel hose connector allows 360 hose
rotation
• 10’ swivel hose, 2-piece wand, crevice
and dusting tools, and 14” floor/rug and
squeegee tools

Applications

They are perfect for hard floor maintenance
jobs, recovering floor strippers and hard
floor cleaners easily after auto-scrubbing
or mopping.

• 20 gallon dual-motor capacity
• Convenient tip and pour feature for
quick and easy debris disposal.
• 18 gauge stainless steel tank
• Dual 1.6 hp commercial duty vacuum
motors for 192 CFM and 80” water lift
• Two-piece wand, hose, 14” carpet
and squeegee tools, plus, crevice and
dusting tool
• 192 CFM and 80” water lift to make
quick work of floor stripper and liquid
spill recovery

They are perfect for hard floor maintenance
jobs, recovering floor strippers and hard
floor cleaners after mopping.

• 20 gallon wet-dry vacuum with
stainless steel tank
• Heavy-duty 20 gauge stainless steel
tank
• 8” non-marking wheels on reinforced
all steel dolly provide easier
movement up and down stairs
• External power plug for accessories
such as Powr-Flite’s 17” Powr-Nozzle
• Comes complete with 10’ hose, wand,
bare floor tool, squeegee tool and
carpet tools

Perfect for industrial pick up
applications, these heavy-duty wet dry
vacuums feature double sealed motor
bearings with extra shielding to keep
moisture and dirt out of the bearings...
the main cause of motor failure.
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Heavy
Duty, High
Performance
Wet/Dry
Vacuums
Taskforce External
Filter (98995)

Taskforce External
Filter Air Vac (95953)

Features

Features

•
•
•
•

Detachable 2.25 h.p. powerhead
Tip-and-pour tank
Large poly external filter
You can vacuum wet, dry, light, and
heavy debris simultaneously
• Operator-Friendly

Applications

The Tornado® Taskforce® External was
designed for industrial users looking to
recover dry wall dust, sawdust, cement
dust, water and powder (fine and ultra
fine).

HEPA
Filtration
Wet/Dry
Vacuum

PF55HM
Features

• Certified HEPA filter capturing particles
down to 0.3 microns with 99.97% efficiency
• 20 gauge heavy-duty stainless steel tank
resists dents and corrosion
• Locking style swivel machine to hose
coupling
• Optional conversion kit for wet pickup
increases flexibility in wet and dry cleaning
applications
• Comes complete with 10’ hose, double
bend wand, hard floor, carpet and
squeegee tool

Applications

Perfect for wet or dry debris recovery
applications where critical filtration is a must.
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• Large 1,268 sq in external poly filter
• 18-gallon stainless steel tank
• Tip and Pour Carrier for easy liquid/
debris disposal
• Simultaneous wet/dry pick-up
• Perfect for high volume recovery of
wet material

Applications

Perfect for high volume recovery of
wet material, and with its thoughtful
external filter, can recover dry material
as well, without stopping for a filter
change.

HEPA
Filtration Dry
Recovery

NEW Taskforce Critical
Filtration Vacs (97090, 97060)
Features

• Certified HEPA Filter, capturing particles
down to 0.3 microns with 99.97%
efficiency
• Meets Renovation, Repair and Painting
(RRP) Lead Safe Program standards
• Available in either 10 or 17 gallon capacity
• 114 CFM

Applications

The Taskforce CFVs are excellent for
applications ranging from health care,
abatement and industrial.

Industrial
Heavy Duty
Wet & Dry
Vacuums

Air-Powered Wet–Dry
Jumbo Vacuums

Electric Wet-Dry
Jumbo Vacuums

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

(95955, 95962, 98451)

• Patented venturi powerheads
• Industrial drain valve for convenient
emptying
• Liquid shut-off floats
• Unique external filtering system that allows
for true simultaneous wet/dry recovery
• Come complete with a specially built 55
gallon rolled top drum and industrial steel
cart

Appropriate for water, cutting oil, machine
oil, solvent, and powder, large manufacturing
facilities and heavy industrial plants that can
handle the compressed air

(95954, 95960)

• Electric powered
• Industrial drain valve for convenient
emptying
• Liquid shut-off floats
• Work exceedingly well handling
heavy oil, machine oil, printer’s and
other inks
• Sits on a heavy duty four wheel steel
dolly for easy transport

These machines have been developed
specifically to cover industrial rapid
high-volume recovery environments.
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Carpet Cleaning
Family
“We have never used any equipment for carpet
cleaning or otherwise, that has the quality and
durability of the CFR carpet machines. My guys
love using them...they stay out on the carpets
a lot longer now and they are able to get done
much larger sections of the Casino floor. We are
now doing in one shift what used to take 3 and
4 nights of work. And the carpet has never been
cleaner.”
Pete Mauro
EVS Heavy Duty Shift Manager, Mohegan Sun
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Self-Contained Extractors

Mini Marathon 425 (98150)

PFX3S

PFX900S

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• High-performance 2-stage, 1.6 hp
vacuum motor
• 4.25 solution tank with large fill area
• 4 gallon recovery tank, perfect for
cleaning small areas
• 112 cfm and 107” of water lift
• Protective filter screen removes debris
and eliminates clogs

• Large solution and recovery tanks
keep refills to a minimum
• Optional hand tool for easy cleaning
of upholstery and curtains
• Deep cleaning chevron style
agitating brush
• Tangential discharge vacuum motor
for long-lasting durability

• Compact for easy transportation
and storage
• Separate vacuum, brush and pump
switches make training a breeze
• Fixed vacuum shoe with floating
brush head for maximum cleaning
performance
• Powerful 3-stage vacuum motor
maximizes recovery for faster drying
times

Whether you are a certified carpet
technician or a residential home owner,
Tornado’s Mini-Marathon 425 delivers
professional carpet cleaning results in a
small, easy-to-use package.

Great for use in homes and small
commercial facilities alike.

Applications

Marathon 800 (98166)

Marathon 1200 (98168)

Marathon 2000 (98190)

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

8 gallon capacity
100 p.s.i.
Versatile and easy to use
Easy view fluid lids
Service friendly
Convenient drain system
Patented bladder design

Great for extracting medium to large
carpeted areas.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

12 gallon capacity
100 p.s.i.
Versatile and easy to use
Easy view fluid lids
Service friendly
Convenient drain system
Patented bladder design

Great for extracting medium to large
carpeted areas.

These units are great for extracting in
tight areas where maneuverability is a
problem.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

20 gallon capacity
100 p.s.i.
Quick fill tanks
Simple to use operator interface
Easy to access mechanics
High-performance carpet extraction
20-gallon, self-propelled, forwardoperation unit

Applications

Great for extracting large carpeted
areas.
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Box &
Wand
Extractors

PFX1080, 1082, 1085

PFX1380,1382, 1385

Features

Features

•
•
•
•

10 gallon solution / recovery tanks
100 p.s.i. and 500 p.s.i. pumps
Dual, two-stage vacuum motors
Convenient front-mounted drain hose
allows for easy disposal of waste water
• Front mounted switches and pressure
controls for operator convenience

Applications

The PFX1080 cold water series of
extractors are perfect for residential
and commercial cleaning venues such
as apartments, motels, restaurants and
equipment rental stores.

PFX1080E, 1082E,
1085E
Features

• 10 gallon solution / recovery tanks
• 100 p.s.i. 200 p.s.i. and 500 p.s.i.
pumps
• Dual, two-stage vacuum motors with
electric heater
• Convenient front-mounted drain hose
allows for easy disposal of waste
water
• Front mounted switches and pressure
controls for operator convenience

Applications

The PFX1080 series is perfect for
residential and commercial cleaning
venues such as apartments, motels,
restaurants and equipment rental stores.
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• Full-size 13 gallon capacity
• 100 p.s.i. 200 p.s.i. and 500 p.s.i. pumps
• Dual 2-stage vac motors provide
excellent solution recovery, allowing
carpets to dry faster
• Exclusive handle mounted transport
wheels for easy loading and unloading
• Sound suppression system keeps noise
at a minimum for operator comfort and
safety

Applications
The PFX 1380 cold water series of
extractors are the ideal solution for cleaning
medium to large carpeted areas, where a
self-contained extractor cannot go.

PFX1380E, 1382E, 1385E

PFX1085MAX, 1385MAX

Features

Features

• Full-size 13 gallon capacity
• 100 p.s.i. 200 p.s.i. and 500 p.s.i. pumps
• Dual 2-stage vac motors with electric
heater
• Exclusive handle mounted transport
wheels for easy loading and unloading
• Sound suppression system keeps noise
at a minimum for operator comfort and
safety

Applications

The PFX 1380 series of extractors is the
ideal solution for cleaning medium to large
carpeted areas, where a self-contained
extractor cannot go.

• Patented Perfect Heat technology
provides the hottest water/solution
temperatures in a portable unit
• Dual 3-stage vac motors with electric
heat provide nearly 50% more waterlift
than two 2-stage vac motors
• Powerful solution pump delivers .87 GPM
at 500 p.s.i.
• Exclusive handle mounted transport
wheels for easy loading and unloading

Applications

One of the most powerful portable carpet
extractors on the market, perfect for
residential and commercial cleaning venues
such as apartments, motels, restaurants
and equipment rental stores.

PFX1080AW,
PFX1085EAW
Features

• State-of-the-art, patent-pending
bearing design virtually eliminates
bearing failure - the number one
failure on carpet extractor vacuum
motors
• 100 p.s.i.,500 p.s.i. with heater
• A high efficiency new cooling fan
design keeps the Ametek® motor
running cooler
• High quality CAT pump that will hold
up to high pressure, heat and harsh
chemicals
• 10 gallon solution / recovery tanks

Applications

State-of-the-art, upright carpet
extractor ideal for cleaning residential
and commercial cleaning venues such
as apartments, motels, restaurants and
equipment rental stores.

PFX1080PH,
1080EPH, 1082EPH
Features

• Patented Perfect Heat technology
provides the hottest water/solution
temperatures in a portable unit
• 10 gallon solution / recovery tanks
• 100 p.s.i.,50 to 200 p.s.i. variable
with heater
• Dual, two-stage vacuum motors
remove more water and soil and
helps extend carpet life
• Convenient front-mounted drain
hose allows for easy disposal of
waste water
• Front mounted switches and
pressure controls for operator
convenience

Applications

The PFX1080 series is perfect for
residential and commercial cleaning
venues such as apartments, motels,
restaurants and equipment rental
stores.

PFX1380PH,
1380EPH, 1382EPH
Features

• Patented Perfect Heat technology
provides the hottest water/solution
temperatures in a portable unit
• Full-size 13 gallon capacity for
maximum productivity by reducing
empty and refill trips
• 100 p.s.i. 200 p.s.i. and 500 p.s.i. with
heater
• Dual 2-stage vac motors provide
excellent solution recovery, allowing
carpets to dry faster
• Exclusive handle mounted transport
wheels for easy loading and
unloading

Applications

The PFC 1380 series of extractors is
the ideal solution for cleaning medium
to large carpeted areas, where a selfcontained extractor cannot go.

Optional
Wands

Wonder Wand

Carpet Wand

Features

Features

Item

Description

Item

Jets

Max p.s.i.

WW1000

Wonder Wand,
1000 p.s.i., 3 jet

PFX-NS

1

100

WW1000-2

Wonder Wand,
1000 p.s.i., 2 jet

PFX-KIT1

1

200

PFX-KIT2

1

500
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Spotters

PS Spotter (98220)

Marathon 350 (98132)

Features

Features

•
•
•
•
•

Convenient operation
Mobility and portability
Versatile
Uncompromised extracting power
Performs exceptionally well on
carpets, automobile, boat and RV
interiors, and upholstery

Applications
With a compact design and quiet
operation, the units are favorites in
health care and educational facilities
as well as commercial buildings,
restaurants, and retail stores.

• Offers 1.5 solution and recover tanks
• Solution tank has a filter for pump
protection
• Recovery tank doubles as a
removable bucket that is easy to
carry and dump when full.
• Includes a spray suction hose, floor
tool, and utility hand tool.
• Two large transport wheels and
two front casters allow the unit
to smoothly follow the operator’s
movements during use

Applications

Move from room to room with ease
with this highly mobile electric unit. This
compact unit is perfect for cleaning
auto interiors and for spot cleaning
office areas and retail sales floors.

Blowers &
Dryers

PS35

Windshear Storm™ (98780)

Features

Features

• Large 3.5 gallon solution and
recovery tanks for extended cleaning
between refills
• Aluminum telescopic handle makes
transporting a breeze and it slides
easily back into the unit for storage
• Includes external spray detail tool
• Expandable solution and vacuum
hose stretches from 2.5’ to 10’

Applications

It is perfect for touch-up cleaning and
spot removal between scheduled
carpet cleanings, and congested areas
where larger extractors just won’t fit.
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• Deluxe model features a kickstand
and the ability to daisy chain five units
together
• Compact size fits two Storms where
one standard blower would fit
• Weighs up to 45% less than a
traditional blower
• Low maximum operating AMPs of 2.8
• Air flow velocity of 3,400 ft per min.
• Multi-directional operation

Applications
Perfect for drying carpets, rugs and hard
floors. Ideal for general air circulation,
drying paint, draperies, upholstery and
more!

Windshear 3000 (98772)
Features

• Innovative go any-anywhere design
• Three angles of airflow positions
• Can be stacked on their side for
easy storage
• Easy-to-use carrying handle and
cord wrap
• Reinforced motor lugs to prevent
damage in transport

Applications

PD750 & PD500
Features

• 3 speed settings for lower amp
draw and different drying conditions
• Unique four-point motor mounting
system reduces noise and vibration
• Up to 3 operating positions
• Rotationally molded high density
polyethylene housing for rugged
durability

Applications

The Windshear™ 3000 is the answer
for drying carpets, upholstery, or hard
floors, and helps to ensure greater
safety in any facility.

The full featured PD series commercial
blowers have the drying power for every
carpet drying, flood restoration and
general air circulation requirement.

Windshear Sidedraft

Windshear Downdraft

Features

Features

(98782)
•
•
•
•

3000 CFM airflow
Six position versatility
Two operating speeds
Stack up to 5 high for efficient
storage and transport

Applications

The Sidedraft can be used to dry
carpets, rugs, padding, sub-floors,
cabinets, dry-wall, paint, closets,
baseboards, attics, furniture, draperies,
or just about anything you need to dry.

(98784)

• 6-blade precision pitched fan with
high velocity motor for fast drying
• 3500 CFM 2 speed motor rated for
continuous duty
• Variable angle operation
• 360-degree directed airflow
• Expandable transport handle and
built in wheels for easy transportation
come standard

Applications

Dry an average size room in just minutes
with the new Windshear™ Downdraft
drying technology. This new air mover
from Tornado® pulls drier, warmer air
from above, driving it down and out
across the entire surface of the floor.

Windshear SD 3500
(98776)

Features

• Space saver stackable design takes
up less room in storage
• Easy to transport with standard
telescoping handle and built in
wheels.
• Reinforced motor lugs to prevent
damage in transport
• Rotomolded high density
polyethylene housing for rugged
durability

Applications

The Windshear™ Safety Dryer is built
with rotationally molded material
to withstand the harsh, every-day
use of contract cleaners, restoration
professionals and more.

PD10K
Features

• High velocity airflow at over 9,800
CFM dries an average size room in
just minutes
• 4-blade Swept Fan™ increases CFM
which decreases drying time
• 2 speed motor for maximum
versatility in multiple applications
• 4 heavy-duty casters to ensure safe
use on uneven surfaces; 2 locking, 2
unlocking

Applications

Designed for carpet cleaning and
restoration professionals, the BlackMax
Downdraft® Dryer’s unique fourposition design allows for the efficient
drying of furniture, walls and ceilings as
well as carpets.
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CFR
Family of
Recycling
Extractors
ECO-500 & ECO-500AWH

Pro 500 & 750

Features

Features

(10468B-K, 10468C-K)

• Adjustable p.s.i. up to 500
• Available in the 10 gallon ECO 500 AW or 15
gallon ECO 500 AW Plus
• Revolutionary recycling technology that
saves time, water, chemicals and money
• State-of-the-art, patent-pending bearing
design virtually eliminates bearing failure the number one failure on carpet extractor
vacuum motors

Applications

CFR’s all new portable ECO 500 AW Series
upright extractors equip carpet cleaning
professionals with all of the tools required
to achieve contractor-grade, deep-cleaning
results.

Cascade 20 (10416A-FR)

ECO 200 Extractor (10473A)

Features

Features

• Revolutionary recycling technology
that saves time, water, chemicals
and money
• 25 gallon unit
• 400 p.s.i.
• Delivers faster drying times so
your space is clean, dry and ready
in a fraction of the time of normal
extraction

Applications

Whether it is being used for interim or
restorative cleaning, the Cascade (400
p.s.i) 25 gallon unit tops the industry in
productivity and dry times. This unit is
perfect for facilities that need to clean
large expanses of carpeting.
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• Revolutionary recycling technology that
saves time, water, chemicals and money
• 10 gallon unit
• Available in 200 p.s.i.
• Available with heat (ECO 200 AWH) for
extra boost of power, or without heat
(ECO 200 AW)
• CRI Silver level approved

Applications

A workhorse of a machine, designed to
meet multiple cleaning demands, the CFR
upright extractor provides superior flexibility,
portability, and tackles virtually any cleaning
task including restorative carpet care, stairs,

(10431A-FR; 10432A-FR)
• Revolutionary recycling technology
that saves time, water, chemicals
and money
• 13 gallon unit
• Available in the 500 p.s.i. Pro 500
and 750 p.s.i. Pro 750
• Perfect Pro-500 with Perfect Heat™
increasing cleaning efficiency and
extending the life cycle of your
carpets
• CRI Silver level approved

Applications

A workhorse of a machine, designed to
meet multiple cleaning demands, the
CFR upright extractor provides superior
flexibility, portability, and tackles virtually
any cleaning task including restorative
carpet care, stairs,

Recycling Chemicals
DfE Recognized

Carpet Cleaning
Chemicals

Features

Features

• DfE approved chemicals available
• Comprehensive line for every fabric
cleaning need
• Simple, foolproof, user-friendly
system.
• Recyclable to be used effectively up
to 7 times.
• Formulated to be recovered quickly
and completely by CFR workstations
to prevent over-wetting, accelerate
drying, and leave virtually no residue

Applications

• Super concentrated superior deep
cleaning results.
• Solvent-free products to improve IAQ.
• Comprehensive line for every fabric
cleaning need.
• Recyclable ‑ used effectively up to 7 times.
• Formulated to be recovered quickly and
completely by CFR workstations to prevent
over-wetting, accelerate drying, and leave
virtually no residue.

Applications

The unique technology used in the
formulation of the CFR chemical system
makes it the only line of carpet care
chemicals that continue to perform
under recycling.

CFR chemical products have been specifically
designed to enhance the performance of the
patented CFR recycling system. They prevent
resoiling on cleaned surfaces and protect the
workstation’s special circulation and filtration
equipment.

Rapid Recovery Roller
Wand (Type F)

Rapid Recovery Roller
Wand (Type R)

Combination 3” and 5”
Hand Tools

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

•
•
•
•

Operates in a push forward motion
11” cleaning path
Made of high quality stainless steel
Available in 3 jets

This high performance “Roller Wand”
is easy to operate on all carpet
surfaces, it is especially recommended
for medium to higher nap carpets.
Ergonomically designed for comfort,
this tool works in a forward motion for
maximum results and productivity..

•
•
•
•

Operates in a pull back motion
11” cleaning path
Made of high quality stainless steel
Available in 2 or 3 jets

This high performance “Roller Wand”
is easy to operate on all carpet
surfaces, it is especially recommended
for medium to higher nap carpets.
Ergonomically designed for comfort,
this tool works in a pull back motion for
maximum results and productivity.

• 3” and 5” combo tools
• Made of high quality stainless steel
• Designed for cleaning upholstery or
spotting
• Provides water atomization and
high-performance recovery
• Adjustable air in-let for fine fabric
care

Applications

Specifically designed for cleaning
upholstery, small fabric pieces and high
performance general spotting. The fully
adjustable air in-let feature makes it
easy to clean even fine fabrics.
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Hard Floor
Cleaning Family
“Thanks to the Tornado® BR Vario II Scrubber,
we are able to deliver grout-cleaning expertise
for our customers such as hospitals, schools
and other grout-heavy facilities, and we know
that the machine will back-up our quality
guarantees.”
Larry Kays
Operations Director
River City Building Maintenance
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Single
Speed Floor
Machines

Powr2 Orbital Floor
Machine
Features

• Saves time and effort compared to
traditional chemical stripping process.
• Rectangular design helps reach
corners that are missed by round
pads.
• Improve performance with optional
weights for increased down pressure
and pad loading.
• Anytime cleaning with low 69 dBA.

M17 (97590)
Features

• 17”, 1.5 hp unit
• minimum of 175 rpm scrubbing
• Heavy-duty all steel triple planetary
transmissions stand up to the most
demanding work
• Cam-lever provides variable height
adjustment
• Ultra high output motor maintains
the power and torque necessary for
the toughest floor care requirements

Applications

Applications

The innovative square pad cleans hardto-reach corners where a traditional floor
machine cannot go. Plus, this unit is ideal
for chemical-free stripping to boost floor
care productivity..

Heavy-duty 1.5 hp floor machines
provides a hard floor care and system
that strips, scrubs, sands and grinds all
in one machine. You won’t find a more
versatile unit.

M20 (97595)

P17 (97562)

P20 (97564)

Features

Features

Features

• 20”, 1.5 hp unit
• Offering a minimum of 175 rpm
scrubbing power
• Heavy-duty all steel triple planetary
transmissions stand up to the most
demanding work
• Cam-lever provides variable height
adjustment
• Ultra high output motor maintains
the power and torque necessary for
the toughest floor care requirements

Applications

Heavy-duty 1.5 hp floor machines
provides a hard floor care and system
that strips, scrubs, sands and grinds all
in one machine. You won’t find a more
versatile unit.

• 17”, 1.5 hp unit
• Patented rotationally molded onepiece housing reduces noise and
vibration
• Heavy-duty all steel triple planetary
transmissions stand up to the most
demanding work
• Ultra high output motor maintains
the power and torque necessary for
the toughest floor care requirements
• All metal handle housing, tube and
trigger assembly provides long
lasting durability

Applications

Heavy-duty, versatile 1.5 hp floor
machines provides hard floor care that
strips, scrubs, sands and grinds all in
one machine. .

• 20”, 1.5 hp unit
• Patented rotationally molded onepiece housing reduces noise and
vibration for improved operator
comfort
• Heavy-duty all steel triple planetary
transmissions stand up to the most
demanding work
• Ultra high output motor maintains
the power and torque necessary for
the toughest floor care requirements
• All metal handle housing, tube and
trigger assembly provides long
lasting durability

Applications

Heavy-duty, versatile 1.5 hp floor
machines provides hard floor care that
strips, scrubs, sands and grinds all in
one machine. .
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Dual Speed
Floor
Machines

P131-7

C172

Features

Features

• 13”, .5 hp unit
• Patented one-piece housing reduces
noise and vibration
• All metal handle housing, tube and
trigger assembly provides durability
• Heavy-duty all steel planetary
transmissions stand up to the most
demanding work
• Thumb activated safety interlock switch
prevents accidental start-up

• 17”, 1.5 hp unit
• Operates at 175 rpm or 320 rpm
• Powerful 1.5 hp motor maintains
power and torque to perform
multiple floor maintenance tasks
• Low profile design for getting
under baseboards and around
obstructions
• Full surround non-marking bumpers
help prevent damage

Applications

Applications

The P131-7 is the perfect size for stripping,
scrubbing or spray buffing areas where a
regular sized floor machine won’t fit.

C202
Features

• 20”, 1.5 hp unit
• Operates at 175 rpm or 320 rpm
• Powerful 1.5 hp motor maintains
power and torque to perform
multiple floor maintenance tasks
• Low profile design for getting
under baseboards and around
obstructions
• Full surround non-marking bumpers
help prevent damage to walls and
furniture

Applications

Dual speed 320 RPM machines have
the power and speed to spray buff and
dry polish tile floors providing excellent
results.
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Dual speed 320 RPM machines have
the power and speed to spray buff and
dry polish tile floors providing excellent
results.

M172-3

M202-3

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• 17”, 1.5 hp unit
• Patented rotationally molded onepiece housing reduces noise and
vibration for improved operator
comfort
• Dual 175 / 320 RPM operating
speeds effectively scrubs, strips,
spray buffs and polishes every type
of floor
• Full surround non-marking bumpers
help prevent damage to walls and
furniture

Dual speed 320 RPM machines have
the power and speed to spray buff and
dry polish tile floors providing excellent
results.

• 20”, 1.5 hp unit
• Patented rotationally molded onepiece housing reduces noise and
vibration for improved operator
comfort
• Dual 175 / 320 RPM operating
speeds effectively scrubs, strips,
spray buffs and polishes every type
of floor
• Full surround non-marking bumpers
help prevent damage to walls and
furniture

Dual speed 320 RPM machines have
the power and speed to spray buff and
dry polish tile floors providing excellent
results.

Sanding
Floor
Machines

C171SD

M171SD-3

Features

Features

• Powerful 1.5 hp, dual capacitor
motor starts easily, even with the
most aggressive sandpaper
• Heavy-duty all steel triple planetary
transmissions
• Durable, all metal base
• Thumb activated safety interlock
switch prevents accidental start-ups
• Full surround non-marking bumpers
help prevent damage to walls,
baseboards and furniture

Applications

Equipped with a sandpaper driver, the
C171SD is a great value for contractors
and cleaning professionals charged
with hard floor maintenance and
restoration projects.

• Powerful 1.5 hp, dual capacitor
motor starts easily, even with the
most aggressive sandpaper
• Patented one-piece housing
reduces noise and vibration
• Heavy-duty all steel triple planetary
transmissions
• Thumb activated safety interlock
switch prevents accidental start-ups
• Full surround non-marking bumpers
help prevent damage to walls,
baseboards and furniture

Applications

Equipped with a sandpaper driver, the
Millennium Sander is a great value for
contractors and cleaning professionals
charged with hard floor maintenance
and restoration projects.

Specialty
Floor
Machines

BR Vario II (97607)
Features

• Compact, low-moisture scrubber
• Multi-directional cleaning
• Aggressive cleaning perfect for
grouted or uneven floors
• Unit folds down for easy transport
and storage
• Built-in transport wheel storage on
ergonomic handle

Applications

The Tornado® BR Vario II is compact,
eco-friendly and utilizes cuttingedge brush technology to tackle floor
surfaces from tile and cement to
paver bricks, and other challenging
applications.

BR 13/1 MW (99410)
Features

• Perfect for hard floor coverings
including vinyl tile, brick, slate,
mosaic, granite, marble and rubber
• For use on escalators, commercialgrade carpeting and entrance
matting
• Effective for tile and grout cleaning
and non-slip safety floors
• Choice of brushes for normal
maintenance or intensive scrubbing

Applications

Where high quality floor cleaning
performance, ease of use and durability
are called for, the BR 13/1 MW is the
most versatile and effective answer for
any hard or soft floor surface.
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High Speed Burnishers

C1600-3

P1600 (98458)

P2000 (98482)

Features

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• Pad driver provides full pad to floor
contact conforming to low spots and
rising up and over high areas
• Thumb activated safety interlock
switch prevents accidental start-ups
• Powerful 1.5 hp motor with 1600 RPM
pad speed
• Durable all metal base, handle
housing, tube and trigger

Applications

The C1600-3 features precision balanced
weight distribution, providing complete
pad-to-ﬂoor contact, eliminating the need
for a compensating caster.

• Operates at 1,600 RPMs
• Heavy-duty 1.5 hp motor with low
start up and operating amp draw
• Patented rotational molded housing
absorbs vibration and minimizes
torque
• Floating handle provides great
maneuverability with no “flutter” or
pull

The P Series of High Speed Glazers™
provide excellence in design, operator
comfort, and unsurpassed burnishing
performance.

P1500-3

Battery Glazer 17 (98494)

Features

Features

• Direct drive system eliminates the
use of a belt or gears
• Patented one-piece housing
completely reduces handle vibration
and protects internal components
• Adjustable pad pressure for use with
multiple pads and floor finishes

Applications

The 20” Direct Drive P1500-3 burnisher
is excellent for removing scuff and
heel marks that belt drive or higher
revolution burnishers leave behind.
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•
•
•
•
•

Powered by eco-friendly batteries
1500 RPM pad speed
On-board battery charger
Approximately 2 hour run time
Unbelievably whisper quiet 59 dBA

Applications

The quiet operating decibel level makes
this unit perfect for day time cleaning
in a hospital, hotel or any facility where
noise sensitivity is an issue.

• Operates at 2,000 RPMs
• Heavy-duty 1.5 hp motor with low
start up and operating amp draw
• Patented rotational molded housing
absorbs vibration and minimizes
torque
• Floating handle provides great
maneuverability with no “flutter” or
pull
• Low profile for easy maneuverability

The P Series of High Speed Glazers™
provide excellence in design, operator
comfort, and unsurpassed burnishing
performance.

2500B Battery Glazer
(98499)

Features

• Auto-Motion propulsion
• 20” Flex Pad Holder self-adjusts to
uneven floors
• Variable pad pressure up to 30
pounds
• 2.5 h.p. (1.25 Service Factor) motor

Applications

Twin clean air filters allow for virtually
dust free burnishing perfect for
healthcare and educational facilities
and retail store operations where air
quality is paramount.

Propane
Burnishers

ProGlazer 24 (97570T)

ProGlazer 28 (97575T)

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

• 24” deck
• Covers a minimum of 32,000 ft2 per
hour
• Maintenance-free drive system and
bearing assemble make these units
extremely reliable
• Quick change fuel tank allows nearly
continuous operation

Some facilities and cleaning applications
demand and more than what electric
and battery units can provide.

• 28” deck
• Covers a minimum of 32,000 ft2 per
hour
• Maintenance-free drive system and
bearing assemble make these units
extremely reliable
• Quick change fuel tank allows nearly
continuous operation

Some facilities and cleaning applications
demand and more than what electric
and battery units can provide.
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Mini Scrubbers

BR 16/3 Scrubber (99406)
Features
•
•
•
•
•

Removable two-chamber tank
Adjustable brush pressure
Cylindrical brushes spin at 660 rpm
Large, removable transport wheels
Removable solution and recovery
tank are for quick and easy disposal of
solution

Applications

BD 14/4 Compact
Scrubber (99414)

BD 17/6 Compact
Scrubber (99617)

Features

Features

• Eco-friendly AGM battery operated unit
• Incredible water recovery even on 180
degree turns
• Parabolic squeegee
• On-board battery charger
• 14” Cleaning path
• Clean 11,300 square feet per hour

• Eco-friendly AGM battery operated
unit
• Innovative squeegee that rotates
180 degrees to the left or right
• Parabolic squeegee
• On-board battery charger
• 17” Cleaning path
• Clean 16,200 square feet per hour

The BR 16/3 puts the power of automatic
scrubbing in a compact package ready
for virtually any hard floor surface in small
or congested areas such as kitchens,
restaurants, convenience stores, and more.
.

Applications

PAS14G

CAS16

PAS16

Features

Features

Features

• Eco-friendly low moisture system
saves on chemicals and water
• Low operating noise of 68 dBA
• Includes maintenance free gel
batteries and on board charger
• Low profile making it easy to clean
under counters, desks and tables

Applications

Designed to scrub hard-to-clean
areas where a traditional mop and
bucket are typically used because of
space requirements. Ideal for fast food
restaurants, small retailers, classrooms,
hospitals, medical offices and more.
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Designed with maintenance-free AGM
batteries, this unit will scrub small,
congested, or hard-to-clean areas where a
traditional mop and bucket are traditionally
used, maximizing cleaning productivity.

• 750 RPM high pressure cylindrical
brush for maximum cleaning
performance on uneven or tiled
flooring
• Restores ceramic tile floor right down
to the grout
• Dual floating squeegees clean and dry
in forward and backward
• Quiet 70 dBA operator noise level

Applications

Designed to clean any hard floor type
including non-slip, safety or textured floors,
Ideal for small to medium areas such as
food service areas and kitchens, entrances
lobbies, schools, shops and offices.

Applications

The BD 17/6 is perfect for small-tomedium sized spaces, or hard-to-clean
areas underneath counters where a
mop is traditionally used.

• 290 RPM pad speed
• 75’ cord provides excellent reach for
higher productivity
• Convenient foot operated squeegee
lift and brush control is simple to use
• 5.75 gallon capacity with bone-dry
squeegee system
• Quiet 80 dBA for safe operation

Applications

This 16 inch Scrubber with Silent Run
vacuum motor technology scrubs and
wet vacs all in one pass. The narrow
width makes it easy to use in more
confining areas and fit through nonstandard doors.

Walk-Behind Auto-Scrubbers

EZ 20 (99125B)

PAS20-DXBC

Features

Features

• Certain units feature a traction drive
• Best in class 1hp/200 rpm brush
drive motor
• 3 stage vacuum motor
• 13 gallon recovery tank
• For use in commercial and
healthcare applications as well as
detail cleaning in industrial facilities

Applications

Excellent scrubbing results on a wide
range of hard floor surfaces including
tile, linoleum, cement, epoxy and
rubberized surfaces. Used worldwide in
retail stores, grocery chains, commercial
and light industrial applications.

BR 22/14 & BR 22/14T
(99695, 99695T)

Features
•
•
•
•

BR unit has a 22” cleaning path
14 gallon solution tank
Whisper Quiet 67 dBA
Eco-friendly, 100% non-spill battery
available
• Heavy-duty, four-sided, parabolic
squeegee

Applications

Designed to clean any type of hard floor
surface, these scrubbers are designed
for use in moderately spaced interiors
such as schools, hotels, retail shops,
restaurants and hospitals..

• Battery operated scrubber provides
a run time of up to 4 hours
• Easy access to batteries, vacuum
motors and tanks, and with lifetime
lubrication on the differential motor
• Rear mounted drain hose for easy
disposal and cleanup
• 3-Stage suction motor that easily
vacuums up the waste

Applications

Will clean through 20,000 square feet
per hour with a 20 inch wide cleaning
path that fits easily through doorways
and into tight spaces.

BR 18/11 & BD20/11
(99685, 99680)

Features
•
•
•
•

18” cleaning path on BR unit
20” cleaning path on BD unit
11 gallon solution tank
Exceptionally durable roto-molded
polyethylene construction
• Whisper Quiet 67 dBA
• Eco-friendly, 100% non-spill AGM
battery available

Applications

Offered in disc or cylindrical brush for
hard floor scrubbing, these scrubbers
are perfect for small to moderate spaces
and meet rigorous global standards for
durability and productivity,

BD 26/14 (99720)

BD 26/26 (99726)

Features

Features

•
•
•
•

BR unit has a 26” cleaning path
14 gallon solution tank
Whisper Quiet 67 dBA
Eco-friendly, 100% non-spill battery
available
• Heavy-duty, four-sided, parabolic
squeegee

Applications

Designed to clean any hard floor
surface, these scrubbers are perfect
for use in mid-sized interiors such as
schools, hotels, retail shops, restaurants,
and hospitals.

• 26” cleaning path
• 26 gal. solution tank and 28 gallon
recovery tank
• Whisper Quiet 67 dBA
• Tight turning radius for superior
maneuverability
• Optional eco-friendly, 100% non-spill
AGM battery available
• Heavy-duty, four-sided, parabolic

Applications

The BD 26/26 offers a wide cleaning path
and large capacity solution and recovery
tanks. This unit is perfect for use in grocery
stores, retail facilities, hospitals, schools,
industrial facilities, and warehouses.
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Riding AutoScrubbers

BD 26/27 & BR 28/27

BD 33/30 & BR 33/30

Features

Features

Applications

Applications

(99770, 99775)
•
•
•
•

BD unit has a 26” cleaning path
BR unit has a 28” cleaning path
27 gal. Solution and Recovery Tanks
Automatic operation control mode and
squeegee retraction when in reverse
• Steering radius of only 6 feet for
maneuvering tight corners

BD 26/27 and the BR 28/27 are the
perfect hard-floor units for large open
areas in supermarkets, schools, health care,
warehouses, and more. Operating at a
low 69 dBA, these whisper-quiet units are
also perfect for daytime cleaning in noisesensitive buildings.
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(99780, 99785)

• BR/BD unit has a 33” cleaning path
• BR units come standard with a
stainless steel pre-sweep function
• 30 gallon solution tank
• Automatic operation control mode
and squeegee retraction when in
reverse

Perfect hard-floor machines for use
in extremely large, open areas in
commercial facilities, banquet halls,
supermarkets, schools, health care,
warehouses, and more. Operating at a
low 69 dBA, these whisper-quiet units
are also perfect for daytime cleaning in
noise-sensitive buildings.

Sweepers

PS320

SWM 31/9 (96190)

Features

Features

• 32” cleaning path sweeps over
17,000 square feet per hour
• Adjustable side brooms and main
brooms allow for operation in
various conditions
• Rugged all-plastic housing resists
corrosion and is easily cleaned
• Handle folds for convenient upright
storage

Applications

An efficient option for removing dirt
and debris from large areas and ideal
for maintaining parking lots, garages,
patios, warehouses or any other hard
floor area.

SWB 26/8 (96210)

PS900BC

Features

Features

• Moves easily from hard floors to
carpeted spaces and back again
• Maximize sweeping speed up to
26,000 sq. ft. per hour
• Unique Overthrow System for greater
cleaning efficiency
• Whisper-quiet at 67 dBA for noise
sensitive environments
• Dust-control filter system for
improved air quality
• 24 volt battery powered

Applications

For use in any application were a widearea corded vacuum isn’t practical,
The SWB 26/8 is at home in schools,
hospitals, airports, commercial office
buildings, theaters, retail, stores, casinos,
sports facilities, and arenas.

• Maximize sweeping productivity up
to 20,000 sq. ft. per hour
• Unique side brush for greater
cleaning efficiency
• Efficient dirt collector minimizes
dumping of dirt
• Light weight, durable design
• Large, non-marking rear wheels and
front caster for enhanced mobility
• Collapsible handle for storage in
small areas

Applications

Clean hallways, workshops, retail
shops, warehouses and sidewalks up
to ten times faster.. Pick up everything
including metal shavings, nails, paper,
leaves, and even packaging material. .

• 36” cleaning path sweeps over
30,000 square feet per hour
• Battery provides for up to 3 hours of
continuous run time
• High efficiency dust filter traps fine
dust, protecting both the operator
and the environment
• Large 2 cubic foot debris hopper
• Super quiet operation at only 65 dBA

Applications

Perfect for medium to large sized
sweeping jobs like warehouses, parking
lots and access ramps. The PS900BC
uses the highly efficient Quadra Brush
System for effective dust and debris
containment.
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Specialty Machines

BR 460 ESC (96180)
Features
•
•
•
•
•

Automatic brush height adjustment
Integrated Vacuum
Portable
Simple operation
Compact storage

Applications

The BR 460 ESC Escalator Cleaner
delivers fast, thorough cleaning results
in an easy to operate design. Ideal for
airports, shopping malls, retail stores,
subway stations and hotels, the unit
requires minimal training for increased
efficiency.

PFPZ Powr-Zone Ozone
Generator
Features

• Produces 1.5 grams/hr. at 7 p.p.m.
• Effective for areas up to 60,000 cu. ft.
• 12 hour timer with power supply
overload protection
• Gas filled arc module electrodes
• Maintenance free - no plates or UV
tubes to corrode or clean

Applications

Powr-Zone actually eliminates odors and
leaves pure, fresh oxygen in its place so
your spaces are free of offensive odors.
Perfect for hospitals, nursing homes, pet
shops, veterinary clinics, and more!

PF04 Powr-Fogger
Deodorizer

IDSI Insider Drying
System

Features

Features

• Adjustable flow control valve from ULV
to light mist
• Ultra high-speed, 2-stage motor
• Durable molded housing and corrosion
resistant components for use with a
variety of chemicals
• 1.5 gal. capacity with 3-1/2” fill port

Applications

For use in open-area and surface
deodorizing with EPA approved, waterbased disinfectants that are for fogging
and deodorizing. The Powr-Fogger sprays
up to 25 feet with full room coverage.

• Turns a standard dryer into a versatile
restoration tool
• Heavy-duty, industrial quality for extra
long life
• Includes 17 hose cuffs, 1-1/4” air injectors
and 5/8” injectors to dry any area in a
typical drying job
• Includes 150’ of cut-to-length yellow hose

Applications

Designed to dry areas of hidden moisture by
forcing air into and behind walls, fire walls,
ceilings, sound barriers, insulation, cabinets
and fixtures. The Insider Drying System
attaches to any standard carpet dryer..

DE 4002 Steamer (97100)
Features

• Generates 248 ° F steam at variable
levels
• Continuous operation by permitting
the addition of water during use
• Large steam tank
• Refillable reserve tank

Applications

This unit is perfect for restrooms, locker
rooms, kitchen and food preparation
areas, medical equipment. For chemicalfree applications and detail cleaning, the
DE 4002 adds the power of steam to
your cleaning arsenal with a large steam
tank and refillable reserve tank.

PF85 & PF85DX
Features

• Powerful 5 GPM pump transfers
waste water away from flooded
area through a garden hose
• Easy accessible filter prevents large
debris from entering pumps
• 25 feet of 2” vacuum hose
• Convenient single power cord
operation

Applications

The most efficient way to extract water
from carpet at any water-damaged
facility, the unit is designed specifically
for water recovery with a powerful
vacuum motor that extracts water and
small debris quickly.
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Mind Your Buildings to Build Success
Today, it is widely accepted that cleaning is no longer performed for the sake
of appearance alone. Clean floors mean healthier, safer buildings. Healthier,
safer buildings translate into improved indoor air quality, reduced allergy
and asthma symptoms, healthier employees, and an improved bottom line.
The benefits can be seen across multiple market segments including:

HOSPITALITY:

where a clean and safe guest
experience equals a positive
first impression, referrals and
peer recommendations, and
repeat visits to increase sales.

HEALTH CARE:

where elevated standards of
sanitation in patient rooms
and surgical suites means
reduced health complications
and faster recovery-times.
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SCHOOLS AND
UNIVERSITIES:

where clean environments
translate into improved test
scores

BSCS:

who must deliver maximum
cleaning performance and
speed, while reducing the
total cost of cleaning to the
building and its building
occupants.

RETAIL:

where first impressions of
cleanliness translate into
higher sales per square foot.

INDUSTRIAL:

where from the tool
shop, factory floor to
the warehouse, cleaner
environments deliver higher
production rates and sales.

We Love Helping Our Customers Solve Facility Challenges

Every market segment has its own
unique cleaning challenges and
needs.
Our innovative cleaning equipment
is designed to tackle the toughest
cleaning tasks for a broad-range of
market segments. Our customers
include:
-

Building Service Contractors

-

In-house Facility Managers

-

Directors of Housekeeping

-

Engineering Managers

Our Commitment to Responsible Cleaning
Tacony CFC is committed to creating a clean, safe and healthy workplace environment through
the use of innovative cleaning technology developed to minimize the impact of cleaning on indoor
and outdoor environments. That’s why we carefully design our machines to deliver not only the
latest innovation, but also green features to enhance indoor air quality (IAQ), use less water
and chemicals, create less noise, and contribute to source reduction. Tacony CFC embraces the
following ecological and corporate values through the green and healthy practices listed below:

WATER
CONSERVATION

LESS CHEMICALS

INDOOR AIR
QUALITY
IMPROVEMENT

REUSABLE AND
RECYCLABLE

U.S. GREEN
BUILDING
COUNCIL MEMBER

CARPET AND RUG INSTITUTE
APPROVED FOR CHOSEN
CARPET EQUIPMENT
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Tacony Commercial Floor Care
3101 Wichita Court
Fort Worth, TX 76140
Phone: 800.880.2913
Fax: 817.551.0719

Since opening our doors in 1948,
Tacony’s focus and passion has
always been on you, our valued
customer. From offering the most innovative

For ordering or parts questions
800.533.2557
Ext. 5102 or Ext. 5103
Customer Service
800.533.2557 Ext. 5015
Technical Service
800.533.2557 Ext. 5012

floor care equipment designed to deliver
maximum cleaning efficiency and durability,
to making sure that everything we do focuses
on putting you and your facility’s cleanliness
and health first. We value your business
partnership and consider it a privilege to work
together to achieve facility excellence. Thank
you for placing your trust in us.

Carey Wells
Sales Support Manager
800.533.2557 Ext. 5163
c.wells@tacony.com
James Young
Director of National Accounts
817.637.0472 cell
j.young@tacony.com

www.tornadovac.com

www.cfrcorp.com

www.powr-flite.com

Contains 10% Post-consumer waste
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